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Abstract 

The system designed in this paper is used for domestic pets, which is used to take care of a pet when owner does 

not have time to give attention to his pet. Real-time pet monitoring system has helped the dog owner to make a 

life easier for both the pet as well as the owner. It also helps the owner to ensure that his pet is safe and sound. 

In addition, system has been developed to track the animal whenever it is lost. It has been a major concern over 

the years about how to take care of the pet, when the owner is elsewhere. Since people are busy in their work 

and other duties, it’s hard to find time to give attention to the pets. Moreover, pets desperately need special care 

and treatment. Real-time pet monitoring system consists of a pet feeder as well as a tracker, which helps the 

owner to track or feed the pet whenever he pleases by making use of internet of things. The designed system also 

consists of an android application to make the user interface easy to use.  Together, the hardware as well as the 

software work hand-in-hand to bring out an amazing project which will help mankind as well as animals. 

Index Terms— Android application, IOT, Pet Feeding, Pet Tracking, Raspberry Pi. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of things (IoT) is gaining more and more attention and popularity these days. So much so that all the 

major industries tend to adopt this concept into their day to day life. Internet of things changes the world to 

better place since it makes everyone’s work easier and saves time. More importantly it saves people huge 

amounts of money which can be made use of for other important things. IoT has created a huge buzz in the 

market. It’s rapidly growing along with other technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, 

Robotics and replacing manual tasks with automation. IoT has many applications like, remote robot surgery, 

home automation, military based application etc., which has changed the course of traditional methods to new 

and improved technology. Thus bringing the world a new era of IoT.  IoT helps to build a happy and healthy 

world.  

Nowadays the quality of pet care system is not up to the level of expectation. Everyone loves to own a dog, but 

unfortunately none of them find the time to take care and give special attention to their pets. The real-time 

objects, home appliances, vehicles and other elements that are embedded with software, electronics and 
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connectivity which enables these things to connect with each other, to store and exchange this information or 

sensor-data, this concept is called as Internet of things (IoT). It’s used to connect non-internet-enabled physical 

devices or everyday objects to the internet, make them communicate with each other using internet and they can 

be monitored and controlled remotely. 

In modern society, more and more people adopt, feed dogs and cats as pets. However, most of the pets are at 

home alone when the owners go out. Some pets are lonely, bored, and even experiencing separation anxiety. As 

a result, they may bark constantly, chew on furniture, or urinate on the ground 0to get attention. This may be a 

cause a lot of disturbance to the neighbours, and will adversely affect the health of the pet. Automation of 

various processes is a solution to improve the overall quality of life, increase independence and prevent 

emergencies. The processes can include monitoring, feeding, tracking of pet etc. 

In the modern world working pet owners are busy with their jobs and assignments, thereby leaving the pet care 

duty unfinished. Pets are unattended for a long time in a day, this may lead to a lot of concerns. Due to the 

above mentioned problem, the owners cannot attend to their pets at all times. Moreover, the pets who 

accompany their owners are not allowed to go places where the owner can go. Hence they are forced to stay 

home alone. This leads to pet mental illness, such as separation anxiety disorder, autism, and produce some 

negative behaviour, or to have attacks on other animals. In addition to this, there is no individual to look after or 

feed the pet on time. When the pet is left alone, it might be possible that it manages to get away from home and 

not find a way back.  To prevent this we make use of a system that 

 Constantly monitors and feeds the pet. 

 Helps the owner to track their pet, anywhere in the world.  

 Provides intelligent interactive device between owners and pets, to improve the communication 

between them. 

IoT provides a set of standards and techniques to connect objects in the real world. There are several approaches 

of application that make such interactions possible. This interaction can be done over the internet using any 

devices located anywhere. Fig. 1 shows a brief working of the proposed project. 

 

Fig 1: Iot based pet care system. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Wen-Chuan Wu1, et al [1] has explained a “Remote Pet Feeder Control System” via MQTT Protocol where 

owner can control the feeder to throw food at their pet in a remote mode through a smartphone. Some feeders 

also have a camera function that allows the owner to observe the pet at home through the camera. However, 

these machines are stationary and can hardly move. The pictures are also in a fixed shooting angle, yet pets may 

move around the house. 

Dr. Kirti Wankhede, et al [2] in “Animal Tracking and Caring using RFID and IOT” has explained that animals 

are important part of human life and they are to be taken care of. A proper, suitable and safe environment has to 

be provided to them with appropriate care of their diet. A system to track and monitor the animals remotely is 

required. This system should be intelligent enough to message the owner of the pet with the current situations, it 

should be able to supply animals with required amount of food and water, maintain the room temperature 

favoured by the animal, live streaming of animals movement and behaviour and should also be able to locate 

animal at a remote distance. 

S. Subaashri, et al [3] in “Automatic Pet Monitoring and Feeding System Using IoT” has explained the 

implementation of automatic pet monitoring and feeding system by making use of Internet of things. The 

significance of the title being used as it is, is to give a universal solution to the problems being faced by 

everyone in the world. The aim of the system is to reduce human interference on their part of taking care of pets 

in their busy life. This is possible only by automating the process of pet care. This Pet care System is a 

complete equipment for monitoring all the pet activities. It also makes the pet feel free. Hence, the project 

consists of several modules each of which has the IR unique feature. They are pet monitoring door, pet food 

feeder and pet collar system. 

Ahmed Mandy, et al [4] has explained a work to introduce, design and implement a “Smart pet house”. The 

main objective of this system is to allow people who own a pet to automate simple things, like monitoring the 

pet, feeding the pet, and cage controls like lighting and air conditioning. Implementing smart pet houses will 

assure pets’ owners an increased comfort and peace of mind especially when owners are unavailable to take 

care of their pets. Features included in the house are a monitoring system, a ventilation system, and an 

illumination system. The intension of introducing smart technology in the pet house is to achieve more 

effective, efficient, comfortable, secure and smart pet management system. 

Yung-Sheng Shih, et al [5] in “Internet of Things For Human-Pet Interaction” has explained factors such as 

aging and declining birth-rate etc. The modern society compels a busy life schedule which impacts relationships 

in society. As a result people prefer to own a pet as a companion. However, due to the busy work schedule for 

most of the pet owners and not being able pay full time attention to the pet. 

To solve the mentioned problem, this system is aimed to develop an intelligent and interactive system, to 

reduce the gap between the pet and the pet owner. The research is based on the concept of the Internet of 

Things by using Linux operating system and Raspberry Pi board as development platform. The proposed 

system provides a smart phone application to the pet owner that can make real-time communication with the pet 
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using internet. System uses vision module for the owner to view his pet. It also allows him to control the servo 

motors of the wearable device on the pet for feeding. 

Seungcheon Kim, et al [6] in “Smart Pet Care System using Internet of Things” has explained that since 

Internet of Things (IoT) have come to our lives, we have developed various smart services using IoT. Internet 

of things is developing with time. This paper introduces a smart pet care system that is working in an 

environment of Internet of Things (IoT). The various modules of this system are remote feeding, remote 

controlled automatic defecation, CCTV service and Smart phone Application that can provide the control 

information of the above services.  

Vania, et al [7] in “Smart dog feeder design using wireless communication, MQTT and Android client” has 

explained that the Smart Dog Feeder is applicable to feed small to medium size dog. It consists of an 

authentication system using RFID and is connected to a system also known as Appliance Hub. The hub is 

encrypted with SSL/TLS. The user can control Smart Dog Feeder using the Android application. Using android 

application the user can set the feeding schedule, monitor the processes, update food stock, and register or 

unregister the device(s). He can also choose the amount per serving and set the number of times the feeder will 

serve (once to thrice a day). This application is easy to understand and easy to use because it’s made in English 

language.  

Permsub suksaengjun, et al [8] in “Smart dog cage system” has explained a smart cage system, which use to 

take care a dog when owner has a busy schedule and does not have time. Smart dog cage has assisted to dog 

owner to make their life easier with less concern about their dogs when they are far away. In addition to this, 

the system has been developed to be used in hospitals, also for the care for patients as well. The Smart cage 

system consist of an automatic module for cleaning excrement and urine with the use image processing, an 

automatic feeding, a dog monitoring. All of these modules are processed by a computer. This system makes use 

an IOS mobile application which is connected to the server for setting a parameter controlling a cage and 

monitoring a dog over an internet network connection. 

Chung-Ming Own, et al [9] in “The Study and Application of the IoT in Pet Systems” attempts to improve pet 

appliances with the ability of location tracking, and to help pet owners raise their pets easily. Although 

numerous automatic pet monitoring systems exist, such as automatic pet doors and pet feeders, these systems 

cannot meet the needs of pet owners. For example, most pet care systems are based on infrared 

detector/recognition, which can be used to spot pets at the door, register their movements, and alert owners 

when pets enter areas where they are not allowed. This infrared detector design has some dis-advantages 

because infrared detectors can be influenced easily by various factors. The detection cannot be correctly 

recognized. According to the author’s previous study, own has built a prototype of the pet system with the 

cyber-physical-system idea. Thus the system implements IoT infrastructure and applied the case study on cat 

raising. 

 Chung-ming, et al [10] in “Intelligent pet monitor system with the internet of things” has explained that the 

interaction between devices and physical object/human in the real world. This is gaining more attention day by 
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day. The idea is to make use of technology to connect pet owners with their pet using any devices available from 

anywhere. Contradicting to the traditional idea, technology has made life easier and communication possible 

between owners and their pets.  Thus, the issue on how to raise pets in an easy way is the main concern and the 

authors tend to solve this problem. In this study, the authors focused on the system design to monitor the pets 

activates and to control pet eating time with the technology of the internet of things (loT) 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

The system makes use of an open-source hardware platform to develop sensor receiving and transmission that 

design has two advantage one is ease of maintenance, and the other one is easy to build. The system is built in 

such a way that it can be implemented on a large scale and hence, it’s scalable. The system makes use of 

Raspberry Pi module to obtain information from the real time environment to the server. A camera module is 

used to check the bowl status and feed the pet whenever the bowl is empty. An android application is developed 

to make the complete task easier for the owner and provides a simpler user interface. The data obtained through 

the server is stored in a database for further use. A GPS module is also used to track the location of the pet 

whenever the user presses “track” button in the android application. 

The system makes us of the following components: 

 Raspberry Pi 

 Motor 

 GPS 

 GMS 

 Camera module 

 Feeder 

 Bowl 

 Mobile 

 

Fig2: Schematic Diagram 
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The entire proposed system consists of a Raspberry pi Model, GPS, GMS, camera module, motor driver. 

The Raspberry pi is a regular sized board which is small in size, less in cost and computer developed in the 

United Kingdom. Raspberry pi has included software such as Python, Java, Scratch, and more. In addition, 

programmers can also develop scripts or program using the Python language and it is the main core language in 

the Raspbian operating system. Python language has been used in this project to write the script for client/server 

communication. Java is also used to create an android application, which monitors and the controls overall 

system. The application has been developed to simplify user interface so that anyone can make use of it. 

 

Fig3: Architecture of the system 

In figure 3 system allows the owner to login after providing correct credentials. Owner after login will check 

the bowl status to determine whether it is empty or not by capturing the image and feed the food if it is empty. 

Amount of food poured is recorded in system database. Owner at any time can know the location of the animal 

by using track location module. This module reads the current location from the database and presents it to 

owner. Recorded information can be used for analysis. 
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IV. HARDWARE DESIGNAND IMPLEMENTATION 

Raspberry Pi is the name of a series of single-board computers made by the Raspberry Pi Foundation, a UK 

charity that aims to educate people in computing and create easier access to computing education.Raspberry Pi 

is used to control the feeding and tracking functionality in the system. Raspberry Pi is connected to the server 

for data transmission. The Raspberry Pi is a very cheap computer that runs Linux, but it also provides a set of 

GPIO (general purpose input/output) pins that allow you to control electronic components for physical 

computing and explore the Internet of Things (IoT). 

A DC motor is any of a class of rotary electrical machines. DC motors were the first form of motor widely 

used. Motor is used to feed the pet whenever the owner presses a button in the android application. It’s used to 

make human task easier and is a part of automation. Here we make use of a DC motor which is inexpensive and 

easy to install. 

GPS and GSM module are used to track the pet whenever necessary by making use of the android application. 

The coordinates of the location where the pet is, will be displayed on the screen.The Global Positioning 

System (GPS), originally Navstar GPS, is a satellite-based radio navigation system owned by the United 

States government and operated by the United States Air Force. It is a global navigation satellite system that 

provides geolocation and time information to a GPS receiver anywhere on or near the Earth where there is an 

unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS satellites.Obstacles such as mountains and buildings block the 

relatively weak GPS signals.The GPS does not require the user to transmit any data, and it operates 

independently of any telephonic or internet reception, though these technologies can enhance the usefulness of 

the GPS positioning information. The GPS provides critical positioning capabilities to military, civil, and 

commercial users around the world. The United States government created the system, maintains it, and makes 

it freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver.GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is a 

standard developed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe the protocols 

for second-generation (2G) digital cellular networks used by mobile devices such as mobile phones and tablets. 

It was first deployed in Finland in December 1991. As of 2014, it has become the global standard for mobile 

communications – with over 90% market share, operating in over 193 countries and territories.2G networks 

developed as a replacement for first generation (1G) analog cellular networks, and the GSM standard originally 

described a digital, circuit-switched network optimized for full duplex voice telephony. This expanded over 

time to include data communications, first by circuit-switched transport, then by packet data transport 

via GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) and EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution, or 

EGPRS).Subsequently, the 3GPP developed third-generation (3G) UMTS standards, followed by fourth-

generation (4G) LTE Advanced standards, which do not form part of the ETSI GSM standard. 

A basic camera module is used to check the bowl status. If the bowl is empty, food is fed, if the bowl is not 

empty, nothing is done.A camera module is an image sensor integrated with a lens, control electronics, and an 

interface like CSI, Ethernet or plain raw low-voltage differential signalling. 

https://www.raspberrypi.org/about/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radionavigation-satellite_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satellite_navigation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS_receiver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS_signals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS_navigation_device
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2G
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cellular_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1G
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplex_(telecommunications)#Full_duplex
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circuit_Switched_Data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_packet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPRS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EDGE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3GPP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3G
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UMTS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4G
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LTE_Advanced
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_sensor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera_interface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-voltage_differential_signaling
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V. SOFTWARE DESIGNAND IMPLEMENTATION 

PYTHON  

The popularity of Python as a mainstream programming language has exploded. Notable advantages of Python 

over other languages include, but are not limited to. It is a very simple language to learn and easy to implement 

and deploy, so you don't need to spend a lot of time learning lots of formatting standards and compiling 

options.It is portable, expandable and embeddable, so, it is not system dependent, and hence supports a lot of 

single board computers on the market these days, irrespective of architecture and operating system.Most 

importantly, it has a huge community which provides a lot of support and libraries for the language. 

In the designed system, python is used to connect between IOT device and the server. The language has a huge 

number of in built libraries which makes implementation easier. It can be used in windows 7 and higher 

operating systems. Python collects the data from IOT device on a real-time basis. This information is accurate 

as there is precision in the data transmission. The server receives the data and stores in the database. The entire 

system works only when the system is connected to the internet. 

PHP AND XAMPP 

PHP is an excellent choice for huge and powerful websites and most of the popular and leading websites make 

use of the PHP scripting language. PHP is a server-side scripting language, like ASP and JSP. It is an open 

source and free to download and use. PHP is a powerful scripting language for designing the dynamic websites. 

PHP files will consist of text, markup language tags, and scripts. PHP files also have a file extension like .php, 

.php3, and .phtml.PHP will be able to run on different platforms like Windows, Linux, etc. PHP is simple and 

fast to learn and also runs well on the server side. PHP is a popular and widely used free and good alternative to 

the competitors like Java and JSP. PHP will be well suitable for web development and can be included directly 

into the HTML code. PHP is commonly used along with Apache web server on multiple OS. And moreover, 

PHP is compatible with all the servers used nowadays. 

Xampp is Application server for hosting PHP website, but xampp contain built in installer of mysql database. 

Also it provides GUI for mysql. So when xampp is installed in server, mysql database is automatically installed 

in one’s machine. So one not need to install mysql database server separately. For php website xampp is 

compulsory , but for java one need not install a xampp for mysql database . One can download mysql from the 

official website and used it for your java application . Xampp is not needed for java application . So xampp is 

only for mysql database sever for java application, but used of xampp provide some additional feature like good 

GUI for mysql database, if installed mysql database separately then you need to install a another software for 

GUI or you have to work with command prompt . 

JAVA 

Java is preferred for many reasons for developing android applications. 

Java is secure (no threat to security because nothing gets executed outside the JVM)Object oriented 

paradigms.Rich set of core features (java’s core features are complete and vast. Also, they’re regularly updated 

and maintained by oracle).JVM (optimised for android): a virtual machine makes life of a developer 
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/programmer easier. And android uses dalvik, a VM optimized to suit android needs.Frameworks & Classes: 

outside the core library, java has many frameworks and classes for features like networking, threading, IO 

operations and thus, programmers can leverage these qualities in their apps.Open source nature of java and 

android. 

Java is used to develop a simple android application in this designed system, where one can register and log in 

to an account. Many functionalities like feed and track are scripted in java language which is used as an 

interface by the pet owners.  

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

Fig 4 Registration and Login 
The above 2 images represent functions of android application.System consists of four main modules namely 

notification, Image capture, feed food, track animal, show location. Notification module used to display the 

notification. Image capture module is used to know the current status of bowl. Feed food module is used to feed 

the food to animal. Track animal is used to know the current animal location.Owner of the animal will login into 

the system and he can track the animal location. Also, he can capture image of the bowl to determine whether it 

is empty or not. Also, owner can feed the food if the bowl is empty. All the information are stored in a database 

table called Animal. 
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Sequence of operations are as follows: 

 Owner will login into the system by giving credential and system will display homepage credentials are 

correct. He can add animal information with the system and system will store it in the database. 

 Owner can capture the bowl status and system will store current status in database and displays the 

bowl status. 

 Owner will feed the food and system will store food quantity in database and displays success message. 

 Owner can check animal location and system will get the location from database and show it in the 

map to the owner. 

 

Fig 5:Homepage 
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The above image is used by the user to feed or get the current location from the android application, provided 

the system is connected to the internet. Once the user logs into the system, he gets the homepage as shown in 

Fig 5. 

The owner can either  

 Get the location of the pet if the pet is missing. 

 Feed the pet according to the bowl status, using raspberry pi module. 

The application is developed in such a way that it can be used by anyone belonging to any age category. The 

owner need not know any prior programming language to use the application. Maintaining cost is very less and 

the system is scalable. 

 

Fig 5: Real-Time Pet Monitoring System 
\System also provides a smart phone application to the pet owner that can make real-time communication with 

the pet using internet. The work is about pet feeding machine automatically for a daily minimum period of time 

when all people of nuclear family members are busy at work for the survival hours in the metro cities and other 

cities. This set up is controlled by the mobile app automatically. The pets in their respective home can get food 

after an interval of time and the same can be monitored using mobile app and the owner of the pet is always 

ensured about the feeding of the pet especially when they are busy at work.  

This will assure pet owners an increased comfort and peace of mind especially when pets are unattended. The 

owner can use the vision module of the system to have a view of his/her pet and as an output module can 

control the servo motors of the wearable device on the pet for feeding.  
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VII. CONCLUSION 

IOTis rapidly growing these days, influencing the way we live. It has new potential which leads us to a vision 

of anytime and anywhere communication. The proposed paper surveys most important parameters required for 

an efficient system. The system is equipped with camera, IOT kit. The entire system is remotely controlled. The 

IOT kit reads the values and uploads the contents to the server. It is also responsible for receiving messages 

transmitted from mobile phones. The IOT kit then transmits the signals through its PINs to control the motor 

hardware. The photos taken will be sent back to the user mobile phone. The user can ensure the safety of his 

pets. The system can be used to constantly check the video of the pet from the camera module in the IOT kit.  

The system developed is a prototype for small scale applications. The features of the system can be 

implemented on a large scale basis, to develop a system for zoos, farms, etc.   
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